Membranes
Membranes are simply going to get the job done faster,
complete with the highest purity every time. Our exclusive
Air Products membranes also work as air dryers so
moisture isn’t an issue. A membrane system has very few,
if any, moving parts to wear out and does not require an
expensive and failure prone molecular sieve to operate.
With a quality membrane and five years of free filters,
Branick nitrogen systems are the choice for companies
where speed and purity matter. Current customers include Costco, Wal-Mart and Discount Tire.
PSA
Almost all PSA systems for tire inflation manufactured today
come from the same factory in China. PSA systems have a lower
initial cost but are almost always more expensive in the long term
because of the high amount of maintenance that is required.
Moisture and other contaminants can clog the molecular sieve, a
costly and difficult piece to replace, so an air dryer and good
filtration system is required on the compressor. PSA systems are
slower than membrane systems but the addition of a tank can help.
Speed
Let’s face it – if you can’t get customers in and out quickly, any
future business is basically lost. That is why when it comes to
nitrogen inflation, speed is essential. Branick’s auto-inflator is significantly faster than other inflators and, for systems
without an auto-inflator, we ensure a properly sized system and tank to provide high purity tire inflation quickly and
efficiently.
Warranty
Branick’s five year membrane warranty is the best in the business. No other membrane system can compete. Just
change the filters every six months and you’re covered for five years. We even include 5 years of filters free.
Service
All maintenance and most service matters can be performed by your own technician to avoid costly service contracts
and unnecessary service calls. If you do need help give us a call at 800–437–4394 and we can help walk you through
service and diagnose any concerns.
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